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1 Management Summary 

D2.16 aims at providing additional guidelines for FUPOL, which have not yet been 

documented in D2.1, D2.4. and D2.6. They are primarily based on the lessons 

learned during the research work in the FUPOL project.  

Chapter 3 contains a revised overview of policy domains relevant for the usage of 

FUPOL in cities and municipalities. The policy domains defined in chapter 3 have 

been used in test campaigns to check, whether they accurately describe the whole 

policy spectrum of a city. The idea behind is to deliver a standard set of categories 

(defined as policy domains plus related keywords) as a base. This base can be 

installed to enable users to start with their analysis right from the very beginning. 

Keywords related to those policy domains have been defined in English, German and 

Spanish.  

The results of the tests have been documented in Chapter 4. After several test 

cycles the descriptive keywords have been adjusted in such a way that they classify 

postings with quite well (up to 91%).  The tests show also that indeed the defined 

policy domains are sufficient to classify most of the postings / articles (up to 89 %).  

Chapter 5 contains targeted use cases scenarios. Those are documented in this 

section, because they can be used in further talks with potential customers.  

Chapter 6 summarizes the experiences from a number of user installations (pilot 

cities plus reference group) and provides a sequence of setting up a user installation.  
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2 Document Guideline  

2.1 Purpose of the Document 

The objective of this document is to outline revised policy guidelines for cities and 

municipalities, which include: 

 An overview of all policy domains relevant for cities and municipalities 

and addressed in the testing of the Social Media Tools 

 Outlining of the FUPOL Social Media Tools 

 Description of the campaigns 

 Testing of the FUPOL Social Media Tools in English, German and 

Spanish 

 Provision of test reports  

 Typical use cases for the application of the FUPOL tools including 

o Challenges 

o Solutions 

o Benefits and 

o Examples 

 Practical recommendations for pilot implementations 

2.2 Target group 

The target group of Deliverable 2.16 consists of policy makers and city administration 

officials, because it contains recommendations which use cases could be supported 

by the FUPOL tools and practical guidelines how the FUPOL approach could be 

implemented in city administrations and its limitations.  
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3 Selected Policy Domains and Topics 

For the testing of the FUPOL social media tools, the policy domains and topics, which 

are described as follows, have been selected. 

3.1 Politics 

Politics is not a policy domain, it is the practice and theory of influencing other 

people on a global, civic or individual level. It refers to achieving and exercising 

positions of governance, organized control over a human community, a state, a city 

or a municipality. Furthermore, politics is the study or practice of the distribution of 

power and resources within a given community as well as the interrelationship(s) 

between communities. A variety of methods are employed in politics, which include 

promoting one's own political views among people, negotiation with other political 

subjects, making laws, etc. A political system is a framework which defines 

acceptable political methods within a given society (Politics , 2014). 

Politics as a topic has been selected as it is a major driver of the design and 

implementation of policy measures in the individual policy domains and can be 

supported by the FUPOL tools.  

3.2 Election 

Election is not a policy domain as such, but we have included this category to get an 

impression of the current political sentiment in the city/ municipality.  

 

3.3 Community Facilities 

Many factors influence the design of the public domain, including the underlying 

geography and historical pattern of development. In successful urban areas, the 

public domain provides access to the benefits of the city to all people. Urban policies 

should guarantee equal access to the required community facilities (e.g hospitals, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Governance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negotiation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_system
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public transport, museums, green parks, amusement areas, etc.). An urban policy 

model for e-participation should consider also the requirements to provide the setting 

for public events and the everyday life of cities and towns focusing on achieving high 

levels of occupancy considering public amenity, among other aspects. 

In FUPOL it is envisaged to specify the different drivers that could affect the success 

or the failure in deploying the investment of a certain reduced amount of typical 

facilities for the public domain. Models are formulated in such a way, that citizens 

and future end-users could modify to test different alternatives and/or adapt to other 

facilities of public interest. 

The pilots in Zagreb, Skopje and in Mtwapa deal with community facilities issues. 

3.4 Culture 

Culture is a concept based on a term first used in classical antiquity by the Roman 

orator Cicero: "cultura animi" (cultivation of the soul). This non-agricultural use of 

the term "culture" re-appeared in modern Europe in the 17th century referring to the 

betterment or refinement of individuals, especially through education (Culture, 2014) 

Hoebel describes culture as an integrated system of learned behavior patterns which 

are characteristic of the members of a society and which are not a result of biological 

inheritance (Hoebel, 1966).  

Culture is central to the way we view, experience, and engage with all aspects of our 

lives and the world around us. Thus, even our definitions of culture are shaped by 

the historical, political, social, and cultural contexts in which we live.  

In FUPOL we use the termini “culture” for all activities with reference to museums, 

theaters, concerts, music, paintings, exhibitions, etc. It is deemed important to 

include the policy domain “culture” in the cities´social media strategies, especially 

regarding the promotion of events to create additional income. The policy domain 

“culture” plays an important role in the improvement of public services, which is 

described in detail in chapter 5 (innovation of public services).   
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3.5 Education 

Education is a form of learning in which the knowledge, skills, values, beliefs and 

habits of a group of people are transferred from one generation to the next through 

story telling, discussion, teaching, training, and or research. Education may also 

include informal transmission of such information from one human being to another. 

Education frequently takes place under the guidance of others, but learners may also  

Education is commonly and formally divided into stages such as preschool, primary 

school, secondary school and then college, university or apprenticeship. The science 

and art of how best to teach is called pedagogy (Education, 2014). 

3.6 Energy Policy 

Energy policy, in general, is the way how a state/a city/ a municipality has decided to 

address issues of energy development including energy production, distribution and 

consumption. The attributes of energy policy may include legislation, international 

treaties, incentives to investment, guidelines for energy conservation, taxation and 

other public policy techniques. In our campaign “London Prosperity City” we have 

specifically addressed conservation of energy and the types of energy.  

3.7 Urban Economy 

By definition economy consists of the economic system of a country or other area 

(city, region). This includes labour, capital and land resources, the manufacturing, 

trade, distribution and consumption of goods and services of that area. In the FUPOL 

project not the whole economy is simulated, which would exceed the scope of the 

project.  

In FUPOL the model focuses on the main economic drivers for a certain sector (i.e. 

manufacturing in urban areas), in which the competitive advantages with respect to 

the urban shortages will be highlighted by means of simulation. Citizens and end 

users are able to deal with a trade-off evaluation between the penalties (noise, street 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skills
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Values
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belief
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Habit_(psychology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preschool
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_school
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_school
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Secondary_school
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/College
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apprenticeship
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pedagogy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_development
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_production
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resource_distribution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consumption_(economics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legislation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_conservation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tax
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bottlenecks, etc.) with respect to the benefits (i.e. taxes, employment rates, 

expenses of the workers in the neighbourhood commerce, security, etc.). 

The use of causal models, in general, contribute to engage citizens in the 

transparency of the model specification, the use of FCM allow to clearly justifying the 

main trade-off drivers, while the use of MAS allows the instantiation of the generic 

model to the particularities of different urban areas.  

The causal simulation model of the industry sector in a specific environment (Yantai) 

is able to explore the impact of different decisions, such as industries upgrade or 

closing industries, and their impact on relevant indicators such as the supply chain of 

the industries, the incoming taxes of the local government, the energy consumption 

of the entire city, the number of jobs in the city, etc.  

A very comprehensive elaboration of the policy domain is provided in D2.4. The pilot 

in Yantai deals with urban economy. Further details are described in D7.4, D7.5, 

D7.6 and D7.7.   

3.8 Environment 

Generally speaking, environment could be considered as the space of life in each 

possible form. Currently attention to environmental conservation and increasing 

relevance of environmental politics are prevailing. They start from the awareness 

that some human behaviours related to specific development models/forms and 

consumption life styles are producing effects  that threaten the environmental 

balance and the preservation of basic resources, thus reducing the capacities of 

production/reproduction of future societies.  

It is indeed very difficult to distinguish between specific environmental policies and 

other policies belonging to other domains which produce relevant environmental 

effects. Therefore, the environment safeguard and the research of environmental 

sustainability have to be considered as goals “transversal to” and “interdependent 

with” a wide range of different policies (e.g. land use, transportation, landscape, 
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waste recycling, energy, tourism, healthcare, housing, demography, etc.), rather 

than an independent domain. 

As far as the EU is concerned, environmental policies have an important role among 

those produced by the Community institutions: indeed, the promotion of an 

environment respectful culture and the struggle against climate change and pollution 

have been one of the main concerns of EU for many years. Action is nowadays 

focused on the following issues: 

 struggle against climate change; 

 biodiversity conservation; 

 reduction of health problems created by pollution; 

 development of a more responsible and effective management of natural 

resources 

The adoption at local levels of general guidelines and goals defined by the EU and by 

international organizations has put environment and territory conservation as well as 

landscape safeguard (according to European Landscape Convention) among the 

main institutional responsibilities of local governments. Therefore, ever more 

frequently such administrations have to act in a transparent way to achieve those 

goals and to inform citizens (or answer them).  

According to FUPOL purposes and regarding to the main objective of the project (the 

improvement of urban governance models), environment conservation also means to 

look at the city as a real urban ecosystem, with its own demands, needs and 

resources, intended as the capacity of producing and sustaining services and 

activities. To assure the city´s sustainability it is necessary to re-think relations 

among residents, production activities and surrounding nature, not only by a spatial 

perspective – that is considering available resources, existing production models and 

consumption styles – but also from a time perspective that is useful to undertake the 

relation between present and future generations.  
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Although environmental themes and goals can be faced in different types of policies, 

there are some domains that, even at local level, are characterized by specific 

environmental policies. The achievement of local goals is related in a direct way to 

the goals defined at EU levels, especially for what concerns the reduction of health 

problems produced by air pollution and the conception of a more responsible and 

effective management of natural resources.  

FUPOL is particularly suitable for the citizen participation in the design of policy 

measures. Chapter 5 addresses the use of FUPOL for environmentally sustainable 

societies.  

 

3.9 Healthcare 

Healthcare is the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease, illness, injury, and 

other physical and mental impairments in humans. Healthcare is delivered by 

practitioners in medicine, chiropractic, dentistry, nursing, pharmacy, allied health and 

other care providers. It refers to the work done in providing primary care, secondary 

care and tertiary care, as well as in public health (Heathcare, 2014). 

Access to health care varies across countries, groups and individuals, largely 

influenced by social and economic conditions as well as the health policies in place. 

Countries and jurisdictions have different policies and plans in relation to the 

personal and population-based health care goals within their societies.  

Health care systems are organizations established to meet the health needs of target 

populations. Their exact configuration varies from country to country. In some 

countries and jurisdictions, health care planning is distributed among market 

participants, whereas in others planning is made more centrally among governments 

or other coordinating bodies. Sometimes the cities are responsible for their 

healthcare system.   
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Healthcare can form a significant part of a country's (city`s economy). The health 

care industry consumed an average of 9.0 percent of the GDP across the most 

developed OECD countries. 

Healthcare is conventionally regarded as an important determinant in promoting the 

general and wellbeing of peoples. Chapter 5 addresses the use of the FUPOL tools to 

improve the public services in the health care sector through citizen participation and 

simulation forecast of the proposed policy measures. 

 

3.10 Housing 

A further key domain for cities and regions to focus on is housing. The housing 

policies should seek to maintain and, where appropriate, increase the residential 

population and housing stock, while at the same time maintaining satisfactory 

standards of accommodation and environment (Rees, 2011). 

The following aims should indicate the general intentions of the housing section:  

 Protect and improve the existing housing stock and encourage additions to it 

in suitable locations, which are predominantly residential or mixed use in 

character. To require housing in mixed developments it is designed to 

minimize disturbance to both residential and commercial occupiers and should 

provide separate access. 

 Maintain and improve the standard and quality of residential accommodation. 

 Encourage appropriate types of residential accommodation to meet housing 

needs (e.g. for elderly and single). 

 Improve the quality and accessibility of the residential environment and those 

services and facilities which are essential to residents (e.g. recreation, 

shopping and local amenities, transport, entertainment, social services) and 

 Provide affordable housing for all citizens. 
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A very precise description of the housing policy domain is provided in D2.4. Housing 

and land use planning is particularly suitable for the usage of the FUPOL tools to 

support the policy decision making by active and passive participation. 

    

3.11 Urban Internal Security 

The cornerstones of “Internal Security” are “safety” and “security”.   

Safety is the state of being "safe", the condition of being protected against physical, 

social, spiritual, financial, political, emotional, occupational, psychological, 

educational or other types or consequences of failure, damage, error, accidents, 

harm or any other event, which could be considered non-desirable. Safety can also 

be defined to be the control of recognized hazards to achieve an acceptable level of 

risk. This can take the form of being protected from the event or from exposure to 

something that causes health or economical losses. It can include protection of 

people or of possessions (UNHABITAT, 2014). 

Security is the degree of protection against danger, damage, loss, and crime.  

Recent studies show that 60 per cent of all urban residents in the world have been 

victims of crime. Clearly, crime, whether violent or not, is a growing and serious 

threat to urban safety all over the world 

UN-HABITAT has elaborated “The Safer Cities Programme”, accumulating theoretical 

and practical knowledge on urban violence prevention issues. Focused on urban 

management and vulnerabilities regarding urban violence at a local level, Safer Cities 

has developed specific tools and strategies to address urban vulnerabilities vis-à-vis 

violence and offences. “Safer Cities Programme” provides its partners and other 

interested and implicated organizations with knowledge, tools and technical support 

to contribute to the development of urban safety and social cohesion (UNHABITAT, 

2014). 
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Therefore the cities should encourage to unite law enforcement, businesses, 

residents and city official to maximize safeness and minimize theft and other crimes. 

Chapter 5 addresses the use of FUPOL regarding the improvement of the urban 

internal security. 

 

3.12 Land Use 

Land use is the human use of land. Land use involves the management and 

modification of natural environment or wilderness into built environment such as 

fields, pastures, and settlements. It has also been defined as "the arrangements, 

activities and inputs people undertake in a certain land cover type to produce, 

change or maintain it”. (Land use, 2014) 

Land use planning is the term used for a branch of public policy encompassing 

various disciplines which seek to order and regulate land use in an efficient and 

ethical way, thus preventing land use conflicts (Land use planning, 2014). 

Governments use land use planning to manage the development of land within their 

jurisdictions. In doing so, the governmental unit can plan for the needs of the 

community while safeguarding natural resources. To this end, it is the systematic 

assessment of land and water potential, alternatives for land use, and economic and 

social conditions in order to select and adopt the best land-use options. A land use 

plan provides a vision for the future possibilities of development in neighbourhoods, 

districts, cities, or any defined planning area. 

In common the goal of land use planning is to further the welfare of people and their 

communities by creating convenient, equitable, healthful, efficient, and attractive 

environments for present and future generations. 

Various types of planning have emerged over the course of the 20th century (egg. 

Traditional or comprehensive planning, Systems planning, Democratic planning, 
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Strategic planning, Environmental planning….) 

To secure a useful planning, the following conditions have to be fulfilled: 

 The necessary land use change or the prevention of useless land use change 

has to be approved by all stakeholders. 

 The land use plan has to be implemented, monitored and evaluated by the 

public authorities. 

The goal of the land use planning should be to find the best use of land for all 

participants.  

Current processes include a combination of strategic and environmental 

planning. It is becoming more widely understood that any sector of land has a 

certain capacity for supporting human, animal, and vegetative life in harmony, and 

that upsetting this balance has dire consequences on the environment. Planners and 

citizens often take on an advocacy role during the planning process in an attempt to 

influence public policy.  Due to a host of political and economic factors, governments 

are slow to adopt land use policies that are congruent with scientific data supporting 

more environmentally sensitive regulations. 

In D2.4 “Land Use” is elaborated in a very detailed way.  

3.13 Social Policy 

Social policy primarily refers to guidelines, principles, legislation and activities that 

affect the living conditions. Thus, social policy is that part of public policy that has to 

do with social issues (in the areas of health care, human services, criminal justice, 

inequality, education, and labour). Social policy often deals with wicked problems. It  

is defined as actions that affect the well-being of members of a society through 

shaping the distribution of and access to goods and resources in that society.  

Social Policy is also distinct as an academic field which focuses on the systematic 

evaluation of societies' responses to social need (Social Policy, 2014). 
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Social policy is also an umbrella term and comprises the domains 

 Healthcare 

 Education 

 Safety and security 

 Housing and 

 Social Inclusion 

 

and it deals with social security, unemployment insurance, pensions and child 

protection. 

Social policy is also addressed in chapter 5 “Public Service Innovation”. 

 

3.14 Sports 

Sports is all forms of usually competitive physical activity which, through casual or 

organised participation, aim to use, maintain or improve physical ability and skills 

while providing entertainment to participants, and in some cases, spectators. 

Hundreds of sports exist, from those requiring only two participants, through to 

those with hundreds of simultaneous participants, either in teams or competing as 

individuals (Sports, 2014). 

However, a number of competitive, but non-physical, activities claim recognition as 

mind sports. The International Olympic Committee (through ARISF) recognises both 

chess and bridge as bona fide sports. 

Sports is a very important policy domain as it provides a lot of entertainment and 

relaxation for participants and non-participants as well and it is an important use 

case, addressed in chapter 5 “Innovation of Public Services”. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Competition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_activity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entertainment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Team
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mind_sport
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Association_of_IOC_Recognised_International_Sports_Federations
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chess
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contract_bridge
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3.15 Sustainable Tourism 

Tourism itself has become a popular global leisure activity with around one billion 

tourists registered per year. In recent years sustainable tourism has been developed. 

It can be seen as having regard to ecological and socio-cultural carrying capacities 

and includes involving the community of the destination in tourism development 

planning. It also involves integrating tourism to match current economic and growth 

policies so as to mitigate some of the negative economic and social impacts of mass 

tourism. Sustainable tourism is different to ecotourism. 

New simulation models explore how tourism in a region can grow in such a manner 

that the limit to the growth of tourism is not the adverse effects of the growth itself, 

but something of the region’s choosing. Understanding the forces that shape the 

future of tourism in a holistic manner is essential for the management of sustainable 

tourism development. 

The pilot in Pegeia deals with sustainable tourism. Details regarding the pilot are 

described in D7.4, D7.5, D7.6 and D7.7. 

 

3.16 Urban Mobility 

Metropolitan mobility models, mainly based on the massive use of the car, have 

shown to be a source of problems in different areas such as congestions, accidents, 

pollution, etc. There is a lack of models that could contribute to ‘a change of citizens’ 

minds and transport policies in which soft-mobility alternatives, such as those that 

rely on bicycles could contribute to getting free-flowing greener cities. 

The developed causal model in FUPOL can analyze the impact of the investments in 

fixed (pavements) and mobile infrastructure (docking stations, renting) to lessen 

congestions generated by private cars while preserving quality factors in mobility. 
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Agent based models are the right background to couple the model of the 

environment to the social entities. The models represent the roles of social 

interaction and the disaggregated adaptive human decision-making; but also  enable 

the study of the relationships between the micro-macro levels of decision making and 

the emergence of collective behaviour as the response to changes in the 

environment or in the environmental management policies. 

The pilot in Skopje deals with urban mobility. Urban mobility as a public service is 

also included in chapter 5 “Innovation of Public Services”. Details regarding the pilot 

are outlined in D7.4, D7.5, D7.6 and D7.7. 

 

3.17 Urban Segregation 

Urban segregation is a concept used to indicate the separation between different 

social groups in an urban environment, which is a barrier for achieving social 

inclusion in cities. It occurs in various degrees in most large modern cities, including 

the developed and the developing world. Location is a key issue in many situations of 

urban segregation. For example, racial and ethnic ghettos are a persistent feature of 

most large cities. In some countries high-income families concentrate in areas that 

expand from the historical centre into a single geographical direction, whereas the 

poorest families mostly settle in the roughly equipped far peripheries. 

Urban segregation has different meanings and effects depending on the specific form 

and structure of the city, as well as the cultural and historical context. Its categories 

include income, class, race, and ethnical spatial segregation. 

Segregation causes negative impacts on the cities and lives of their inhabitants. It 

imposes severe restrictions to certain population groups, such as the denial of basic 

infrastructure and public services, fewer job opportunities, intense prejudice and 

discrimination, and higher exposure to violence. Several studies point out that 

disadvantaged urban populations would benefit from a more non-segregated 
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distribution of people in urban areas. These studies have increased the attention on 

this theme and demanded a more detailed understanding of urban segregation. 

As urban segregation is significant for public policy, indices to measure the extent of 

urban segregation have been developed. They are useful for understanding the 

patterns and trends of segregation (Feitosa). 

A detailed description of this policy domain is provided in D2.4. It is advisable to use 

the FUPOL tools to measure the sentiment in the population regarding segregation, 

immigration, etc. to provide policy measure, to ensure the security and the wellbeing 

of the cities and municipalities. 

 

3.18 Waste Management 

Waste Management should encourage more sustainable waste management 

practices which are based on the best practicable environmental option for the local 

circumstances of the city or the region. 

 

 These practices are: 

 Reduce waste generation at source, 

 Re-use waste for the same or another purpose, 

 Recover value from waste through recycling, 

 Recover energy through waste incineration 

 

Waste management also includes storage and collection of the waste. The city 

government should enact regulations within all developments for the storage, 

collection and removal of waste and to encourage the separate storage of recyclable 

waste (Rees, 2011). 
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4 FUPOL Social Media Tools and Policy Domains  

4.1 General Remarks and Definitions 

This chapter describes, how the defined policy domains have been tested in practice 

using the “simple categorisation” function. The idea behind is to deliver a standard 

set of categories (defined as policy domains plus related keywords) as a base, which 

enables the users to start with their analysis from the beginning.  

The FUPOL social media tools are stored on the core platform. The main features   

are the “campaigns” and the “social media windows”.  A campaign is an important 

container in FUPOL, which is used to group all activities and their associated data 

related to a policy research task. The campaign itself provides the use of opinion 

maps, questionnaires, a data dictionary, a dashboard with visualizations of the 

postings and offers search facilities. Further details are described in the User Manual 

– Platform Usage (Deliverable 8.11 Trainig Material Prototype Advanced, 2014).  

Social Media Management involves the collection and analysis of social media 

content. Social media content is a content that has been collected from a social 

media target during a crawling job. Further details are described in the User Manual 

– Platform Usage (Deliverable 8.11 Trainig Material Prototype Advanced, 2014). 

A social media window is both a concept and an important domain object in FUPOL. 

As a concept the term refers to the idea that a facilitator is interesting in accessing 

several social media sites in a convenient way (“single window to social media”). The 

domain object is a container for social media access and the associated results 

(content). A social media target is an access coordinate that refers to a social media 

site and the way FUPOL should collect the data from there (Deliverable 8.11 Trainig 

Material Prototype Advanced, 2014). 
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4.2 Motivations for the Implementation and Usage of Social 

Media Tools 

Politicians, administrative staff and press officers of cities and municipalities are 

eager to be well-briefed regarding the citizens´ opinions. However they are not 

capable to detect the major suggestions and requirements for their area  

responsibility from the whole social media pool. Therefore it is mandatory to tag 

those postings using predefined categories. The FUPOL Social Media Tools enable 

searching for a specific category, defined in the campaign. In general, a category 

corresponds with a policy domain.  

As for instance the following figure shows a posting regarding “Internal Security” in 

the RSS-Feed of the campaign “London-Prosperity City”. 

 

  

Figure 1 Searching Category "Internal Security" 
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In addition searching after a specific content, as for instance “murder” is possible, as 

specified in the figure below. 

 

Figure 2 Content Related Searching 

A comprehensive testing procedure has been launched to provide these valuable 

search results for the target group.     

4.3 Testing of the policy domains with FUPOL Social Media 

Tools 

The testing aims at collecting the citizens´ opinions and tag them according to 

predefined policy domains. This means identifying the shaping of public opinion 

about specific topics by crawling of media, social media, blogs etc. 

In this specific case the testing is based on three campaigns, namely 

 London – Prosperity City (English)  

 Frankfurt am Main (German)  

 Madrid_es (Spanish)  

The campaigns are based on categories, e.g. economy or internal security. The 

categories contain category words, which are closely connected to the content of the 

categories. For example: DAX, taxes, investment, inflation are category words of the 

category “economy”. 
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For a defined social media window (e.g. London – Prosperity City) data of the 

specified social media targets can be collected for a specified period. The feature 

“Search Results” shows all comments of this period including the categorization.  

For example: The comment from the RSS-Feed of the 9 January 2015 (16:59)  

shows the categorization “economy” as the category word “market” appears in the 

text. 

 

Figure 3-Search Results 

The primary objective of the testing process was to add the right categorization to 

every posting. Of course, searching for all comments regarding a specific policy 

domain or policy issue is feasible too. 

For each campaign 40 test cycles have been executed. After each test cycle a sample 

of 100 postings has been checked manually and the assigned categories have been 

evaluated. The postings were split into postings with categories and without 

categories. The categories themselves were divided into categories with correct and 

wrong categories, specifying the reason. Some had bad category words, which 

means that the category word does not really reflect the category (e.g. training is a 

bad category word, as it is connected to education, sports, economy, etc.). Category 

words should specify one category only.   
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After each test cycle the category words have been amended and technical issues 

and bugs detected were registered in JIRA for further debugging and improvement.  

4.3.1 London – Prosperity City  

4.3.1.1 Campaign: London – Prosperity City 

The campaign London – Prosperity City comprises following categories including 

category words.   

 

 

Figure 4 London - Prosperity City Campaign Data 
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4.3.1.2 London – Prosperity City Social Media Window and Social Media Target List 

The social media window “London - Prosperity City” is based on the campaign 

“London - Prosperity City”. 

The postings are collected from RSS-feed: 

http://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss?type=search&mode=advanced&atleast=London&langu

age=en. 

4.3.1.3 Testing London-Prosperity City 

The summary of the testing reports for the campaign “London - Prosperity City” is 

provided below. The test shows that 86% of the postings have added categories and 

91% per cent of all postings are correctly tagged.  

 

Figure 5 London Prosperity City - Testing Results 

4.3.2 Campaign: Frankfurt am Main 

4.3.2.1 Campaign: Frankfurt_am Main 

The campaign Frankfurt am Main comprises following categories including category 

words, namely,  

http://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss?type=search&mode=advanced&atleast=London&language=en
http://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss?type=search&mode=advanced&atleast=London&language=en
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Figure 6 Frankfurt am Main - Campaign Data 

 

4.3.2.2 Frankfurt am Main Social Media Window and Social Media Target List 

The social media window “Frankfurt am Main” is based on the campaign 

“Frankfurt_2”. 

The postings were collected from the following social media channels: 

  

Figure 7 Frankfurt am Main - Social Media Target List 

4.3.2.3 Testing Frankfurt am Main  

Latest testing report for campaign “Frankfurt am Main” as follows: 

 Campaign: Frankfurt am Main 
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Figure 8 Frankfurt am Main – Testing Results 

 

4.3.3 Campaign: Madrid_es 

4.3.3.1 Campaign: Madrid_es 

The campaign Barcelona comprises following categories including category words.   
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Figure 9 Madrid_es Campaign Data 

4.3.3.2 Madrid_es Social Media Window and Social Media Target List 

The social media window “Madrid_es” is based on the campaign “Madrid_es”.The 

postings are collected from RSS-feed : 

http://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss?type=search&mode=advanced&atleast=Madrid&langua

ge=es 

4.3.3.3 Testing Madrid_es  

The summary of the latest testing report for campaign “Madrid_es” as follows: 

Campaign: Madrid  

Postings     

      

Percentage of postings with categories   89% 

Percentage of postings without categories   11% 

      

Categories     

      

Percentage of correct categories:    92% 

Percentage of wrong categories, reason    8% 

a) bad category words 70%   

b) category word is missing in the text of the posting 24%   

c) category is missing 6%   
Figure 10 Madrid_es - Testing Results 

http://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss?type=search&mode=advanced&atleast=Madrid&language=es
http://emm.newsbrief.eu/rss?type=search&mode=advanced&atleast=Madrid&language=es
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5 Targeted Uses Cases of FUPOL in specific policy 

domains  

FUPOL has been implemented and tested in a variety of specific policy domains. In 

addition other targeted use cases scenarios have been identified. Those are 

documented in this section, because they can be used in further talks with potential 

customers.  

5.1 FUPOL and Urban Internal Security 

5.1.1 Challenges 

It is well known that urban environments are more affected by crimes than rural 

areas. Rankings of the most dangerous cities in the world show several interesting 

trends. The most notable thing here is the perception that large cities are the only 

places that are dangerous. In fact, it looks like high violent crime rates are less about 

city size than they are about economic issues in many communities, that drive away 

the educated and affluent as they pursue employment elsewhere, and draw in – or 

retain – the less well-off and less mobile.  

In Comparisons of Crime in OECD Countries (Cowen, 2012) six of the most serious 

crimes, namely homicide, rape, robbery, assault, burglary and vehicle theft are 

mentioned. The nationwide statistics express the police recorded cases per 100.000. 

Regarding homicide Mexico is number one with 18 persons murdered per 100.000 of 

the whole population in the year 2012 per year compared to Iceland with 0,3 

homicides per 100.000 people. Regarding rape Australia ranks first with 92 persons 

raped per 100.000 compared to Japan with one case recorded. Belgium is leading 

the robbery statistics in the OECD with 1.762 cases registered. The assault statistic is 

paramounted by Scotland with 1.487 incidents. Burglary cases rank between 1.939 in 

Denmark and 40 in Estonia per 100.000 inhabitants and vehicle thefts between 466 

in New Zealand and 25 in Turkey. 
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The Global Study on Homicide (Global Study on Homicide, 2013)  shows, that in the 

year 2012 almost half a million people (437.000) across the world has been 

murdered. More than a third of those (36 per cent) occurred in the Americas, 31 per 

cent in Africa and 28 per cent in Asia, while Europe (5 per cent) and Oceania (0,3 

per cent) accounted for the lowest shares of homicide at the regional level.  

Large urban environments have to be considered as a patchwork of minorities, of a 

multitude of social, ethnic and cultural groups. While sharing the same public space, 

and using the same infrastructures these communities often display highly divergent 

ideas of security, experience different threats and have highly idiosyncratic ideas 

about feasible and sustainable solutions for their problems. Any approach to urban 

security challenges has to address this situation: a highly heterogeneous urban 

population sharing a congested and contested public space using public goods (from 

telecommunication to public transport) develops heterogeneous ideas about security.  

The wide array of security challenges emerging under these conditions can be 

typified against this background: they emerge either from intergroup conflicts (e.g. 

young male against adults, inter-ethnic conflicts), from vulnerability of infrastructures 

(breakdown of public transport, power supply) or as side effects of urban 

environments (such as e.g. security problems linked to mass events).  

While the police as provider of public order and peace is a key actor in handling 

urban security challenges they do not carry the sole responsibility for urban security. 

Security has to be considered as a societal accomplishment. Security cannot be 

reduced to the absence of crime but rather has to be understood as a side effect of a 

cooperative and inclusive urban culture entailing a number of other aspects.  

 

5.1.2 Solution  

The FUPOL components are designed for a broad variety of use cases and are 

suitable for the security domain too.  
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5.1.2.1 Cornerstones of the FUPOL as a security Tool 

The FUPOL based solution for security topics is featured by: 

 A citizen led, participatory approach,  

 Flexible and easy to use FUPOL tools and  

 Extraction of security related topics via passive participation 

A citizen-led, participatory approach to create a better understanding of 

security risks and security threats is the cornerstone for the implementation of the 

FUPOL tools in the security domain. This is achieved by working with citizens and 

local security agencies to gain a theoretical and empirical understanding of the 

opportunities and challenges for citizens to take an active role in dealing with local 

security issues. 

The participatory approach of the FUPOL concept gives access to new forms of 

solutions to crime, antisocial behaviour, terror, disaster and other forms of threats 

and insecurities. Participation in the security domain empowers the citizens to: 

 Suggest solutions that authorities would not have seen;  

 Take collective responsibility in response to emergency; 

 Use their private and professional competences in the public space – meaning 

that making solutions to security issues becomes a multi-disciplinary project, 

involving in principle all kinds of competences and knowledge in society; 

 Ensure faster response times; 

 Take care of their local area when responders cannot cope with demand for 

help; 

 … and many other actions, which citizens would not take if they weren’t 

included 

FUPOL enables a widespread and deep participation, which empowers people to a 

level where they become co-responders and co-inventers of security solutions. (The 

participatory approach of FUPOL is described in detail in D2.1. D2.6 contains Social 

Media Implementation Guidelines dealing with citizens´ participation too.) This 

provides – in times of scarce resources – a promise of stronger and faster response, 
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and deeper and wider monitoring of insecurity, as compared to traditional centralized 

institution-based definitions of responders and innovators. 

The flexible and easy to use FUPOL tools for citizens and public administration 

are the guarantee to better understand and manage urban security challenges.  

Traditional incident reporting systems use single channel communication such as 

telephone only or roadside emergency telephone. Incidents reported have to be 

consolidated manually, for example marked on a map. 

FUPOL could support a real time system with multichannel input (smartphone app, 

social media) and multi device input (smartphone, tablet and PC). This is always 

more accurate, broadens the base of possible reporting devices and it is more 

customer-friendly. Citizens can choose a channel depending on their personal 

preference and availability. Reported incidents are consolidated by the FUPOL system 

on an electronic map, which is available electronically to the city government. 

As mentioned above, security can take on different meanings for different groups of 

urban dwellers and at the same time new challenges can emerge very fast in real 

time. The processes of collecting, clustering and analysing and communicating the 

citizen-generated data on urban security challenges have to take this into account. 

Passive participation is supported by FUPOL too. This means, detection of 

citizens´ opinions about specific security related topics through media, social media, 

blogs and other sources. 

5.1.2.2 Security approaches to be addressed in FUPOL 

The FUPOL components respond to three ways of understanding crime, security and 

policing, to fully address the requirements of the citizens and the law enforcement 

agencies.  

On the one hand there is the traditional “crime fighting approach”, based on the idea 

of a community comprised of a majority of law-abiding citizens and a limited number 
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of law-breakers. It is the task of the police to detect, identify and arrest law-breaking 

individuals. Information is important here to support the police in gathering evidence 

on crimes, and as part of anticipating and preventing future crimes.  

On the other hand there is an approach that focuses on peacekeeping, public order 

and conflict resolution as key objectives of modern urban security. The main task of 

police forces is to reconcile or manage conflicts in a “peaceful” and non-violent way. 

Information, which is provided by the use of the FUPOL components is deemed 

important in this context for understanding these conflicts.  

Finally there is the concept of community policing as communications. The police and 

related government entities are seen as institution of risk communication, collecting, 

processing and distributing information about all kinds of (criminal and security) 

risks. The modern policing organisation is predominantly a bureaucratic organisation 

working with information and through various channels of communication. 

 

5.1.2.3 Communication Scenarios and Reporting Processes 

Four security communication scenarios can be distinguished: 

 (1) Citizens contacting the police traditionally using the emergency call phone 

number to report incidents or ask for support. This channel of communication can be 

expanded (e.g. sending images by mobile phone, reporting to a police homepage, 

using a “citizen app”).  

(2) Police to citizen communication has two basic objectives: alerting citizens (e.g. 

about new forms of fraud) and soliciting information about suspects, persons missing 

or wanted.  Both forms of communication have used traditional channels (press 

release, print media, posters, webpages, local events).  

(3) Citizen to citizen communication in the domain of crime and security has 

predominately developed in the field of neighbourhood watch schemes. New social 
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media have been introduced here as an add-on at local level for setting up platforms 

and chat-rooms, Facebook groups, Twitter alerts etc. Communities or social networks 

established off-line are adding an on-line form of communication. How can such 

communities or citizen-to-citizen networks, addressing problems of security be 

integrated into a larger context of urban security discourse? 

(4) Harvesting Internet communication for security purposes is developing into a new 

source for gathering intelligence for law enforcement agencies. The idea of this 

approach “Social Media Intelligence” (SOCMINT) is to collect information about public 

sentiments and to predict and prevent crime and disorder. Such activities take place 

in a legal grey zone since the information used is publicly available. This type of 

intelligence gathering is most probably the most interesting application for police 

authorities. At the same time it is the most problematic from a data protection and 

privacy perspective. 

It has to be stated again, that active participation of citizens in urban security, 

greater awareness of the improved security, alarm and communication tools at their 

disposal can lead to increased feelings of security. By participating actively in 

community security and law enforcement, citizens will feel even more secure. 

The following chapter shows the communication and reporting activities as well as 

the actions to be taken based on the inputs of the stakeholders. The FUPOL core 

platform enables the communication activities specified in the next chapter. 

 

5.1.2.4 Security related FUPOL tools and processes 

The implementation of FUPOL tools in the security domain is based on the following 

assumptions: 

 Firstly, urban security is complex, but its management and its perception are 

often tied to information and communication.  
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 Secondly, new and emerging urban data systems, such as smart city/Internet 

of Things infrastructure and citizens’ smart phones, carry a currently under-

utilised capacity for supporting security activity, both by authorities and by 

citizens themselves.  

 Thirdly, ensuring that technological systems will be appropriate for use 

requires understanding the context, the needs of the people involved, and 

the factors that facilitate trust in the technology and 

 Finally, and importantly, a security information system can avoid violating 

legal, ethical and social norms, and can support the exercise of human rights 

and freedoms, if it is designed in accordance with these values. 

The following components could be implemented:  

1. Incident Reporting on Social Media  

2. Indicator Dashboard 

3. Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display 

4. Location based social network search   

5. Keyword based social network search  

6. Event Based Search (EBS)  

7. Automatic tagging   

8. Location based reporting  

9. Heat Maps  

10. Visual Social Data Analysis  

11. Visualization of Statistical Data  

12. Community Feedback and Discussion on Blogs  

13. Outgoing Multichannel Social Media Single Window Messaging 

The following figure shows the communication and reporting activities as well as 

the actions to be taken based on the inputs of the stakeholders. The FUPOL core 

platform enables the communication activities specified below. 
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Figure 11 Security related processes and ICT 

 

5.1.3 Benefits 

Through engaging citizens with security matters in a novel way the following benefits 

are expected: 

 Early detection of security threats 

 Better subjective perception of security 

 Improved security 

 Lower security costs 

Early detection of security threats  

Active participation, mainly comprising security related contents and incident 

reporting via easy to use tools, as well as passive participation (detection of citizens 

opinions from media, social media, etc.) are the pillars to early detect security 

threats. All the collected data can be collected from all channels and stored and 
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analysed on the FUPOL platform for further actions, namely the elaboration of policy 

measures or detailed discussions with citizens regarding security issues. 

Better subjective perception of security 

The involvement of citizens in the security measures, as for instance incident 

reporting, discussions with politicians and civil servants about security related issues 

and their involvement in the elaboration of policy measures will automatically result 

in a better subjective perception of security. 

Improved security 

All the measures envisaged in the whole chapter and implemented in reality will 

assure improved security and also sustainability, which is a major target of cities and 

municipalities. Insecure communities are considered unsustainable. Shortcomings in 

this respect create multiple sustainability threats regarding the economic, 

environmental, political, social, technological level and further developments.  

Lower costs 

FUPOL allows governments and law enforcement agencies in cities and municipalities 

to distribute resources in a more efficient and comprehensible way. Security priorities 

will be addressed in a more efficacious manner without necessarily increasing public 

investment. 

5.1.4 Examples 

We have elaborated two scenarios, how FUPOL could be implemented in the security 

domain, namely 

 Save schools  

 Detection of security problems in public spaces 
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5.1.4.1 Scenario “Save Schools”   

The security and protection matters are on the high priority list of the Mayor of the 

City X, especially in the field of security in public transportation and also into high 

schools. In the last few years the strategic document for security was adopted by the 

City Council focused on the security in the high schools.  

City X understands security from a civic point of view and work on education and 

mediation to prevent and solve conflicts. The policy of security in public high schools 

is defined in the high schools security strategy.  

The objective of the implementation of FUPOL could be: 

 reinforce the role of local councils for prevention in the schools giving them 

an analytical tool for prevention; the FUPOL platform could be used for 

reporting about incidents or potential incidents, 

 strengthen the role of the councils into prevention,;  

 station the councils in institutional network responsible for  prevention of 

violence and crime, 

 establish a formal collaboration with protecting and security firms engaged by 

the schools for the remote reporting, 

 strengthen the position of drivers and controllers in public transport (buses) 

in mediation to solve the conflicts at their earliest stage; they could report 

their activities to the FUPOL platform using mobile devices, 

 process data from social media, sensors, cameras, citizen calls to emergency 

numbers, becoming the control centre for the security in the city. 

Benefits created by the use of the FUPOL Framework: 

The main beneficiary of the platform could be the City X, benefitting from the FUPOL 

framework, which could enable the city 

 to monitor, control and give real-time response to city alerts of any kind, 
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 to get inputs from citizens through social media and to process this data as 

alerts or ideas to improve safety in the city,  

 to benefit citizens since their active involvement will result in improvements in 

the city safety and security that will better meet their needs. 

5.1.4.2 Scenario “Detection of Security Problems in Public Spaces”  

City Y has a radial public transport system with harmonised tariffs, uniform tickets 

and harmonised timetables for the city and the province as a whole. City Y is very 

environmentally friendly and has reduced the speed limit of all vehicles to 30 

kilometres per hour for the entire city. The city centre features many pedestrian 

zones and traffic calmed areas with precedence for pedestrians and the city 

administration has dedicated great efforts to promote cycling. The city has also 

started to convert the public bus fleet to run on more environmentally friendly bio-

diesel. There is still a great potential in the field of transportation for sustainable 

development. 

City Y will implement the FUPOL framework for security issues. The main challenge 

for the City Y is to combat petty crimes such as vandalism and the like. This could be 

done through the ability of FUPOL to involve citizens in mutual exchange (e.g. 

security dialogue, digital neighbourhood watch)  

Benefits created by the use of the FUPOL Framework: 

For City Y the implementation of the FUPOL tools could highlight how security 

problems in public spaces can be  

a) detected through the FUPOL platform and reporting/analysis tools and  

b) how citizens can be engaged in participatory processes to address and solve 

the problems identified through the FUPOL analysis.  
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5.2 FUPOL and Flooding-related Emergency Management  

5.2.1 Challenges 

Floods are an increasingly acute problem in Europe and worldwide too. Floods 

endanger lives and cause human tragedy as well as heavy economic losses. In 

addition to economic and social damage, floods can have severe environmental 

consequences, for example when installations holding large quantities of toxic 

chemicals are inundated or wetland areas destroyed. Intense precipitation has 

become more frequent and more intense, growing manmade pressure has increased 

the magnitude of floods that result from any level of precipitation, and flawed 

decisions about the location of human infrastructure have increased the flood loss 

potential. Flooding cannot be wholly prevented. Flood risk increases with ongoing 

climate change.  

 

To reduce flood risk, countries have to cooperate closely. Due to the flood risk 

Directive, all the European countries have separate and different models, own 

approaches for flood management, flood prevention and different priorities for 

mitigation measures. Many regions suffer from lack of risk information for planners, 

population and most of all, for decision makers. 

One application focus of FUPOL could be flood risk management, which is a common 

and increasing problem in Europe.  Flooding can be caused by flash floods, coastal 

floods, or river floods, but also by urban flooding that it is caused when the city 

sewage system and draining canals do not have the capacity to drain the amounts of 

rainwater. The frequency and intensity of floods in large parts of Europe is projected 

to increase. In particular, flash and urban floods, triggered by local intense 

precipitation events, are likely to be more frequent throughout Europe. There is a 

clear need for more intuitive collaborative tools that are able to engage in the flood 

risk management process also less interested people. Thus maximizing the impact of 

short attention span and low-engagement, as well as for ICT based feedback 

mechanism that are able to encourage real collective action and behavioural change. 
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The number of European citizens to be potentially affected by flooding is high and 

affects many European countries.  

5.2.2 Solution  

FUPOL could be used to address sustainability challenges posed by floods in the EU 

river basin districts. It makes sense to involve all relevant stakeholders in the early 

warning process and response in case of flood disaster. The idea would be to 

integrate city cluster organisations as well as organisations dealing with the 

surveillance and maintenance of rivers.  

The solution could be to create a system that can access different flood-related 

datasets across a broad number of different sources (sensors, social media, open 

data) and make sense of them on different mobile technologies (e.g. tablets and 

smartphones but also on laptops and PCs) in a way that helps the end users (public 

authorities, emergency personnel and citizens). 

Secondly, this could lead to a closer cooperation and coordination for flood 

forecasting and warning services of institutions based on user needs.  

Thirdly, based on existing flood event studies, consultations with affected 

communities and other recipients of flood warnings, improved technical means of 

detecting the areas at imminent risk could be developed. 

The envisage framework, encompassing the FUPOL components and enriched by 

drones, serious gaming and water sensors could have the following capabilities: 

 Forecasting and early warning by collecting, processing, analysis, and 

dissemination of information.  

 Supporting online deliberation and collective decision-making on flood disaster 

risk reduction via social media and an engagement game. 

 Collective sensing and crisis communication for emergency response 

coordination. 
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Possible main technical components:  

 

Figure 12 FUPOL embedded in a Flood Prevention Strategy 

 

The enhanced FUPOL Framework could include the following components  

a) Serious Gaming Tool 

It could be used to educate citizens with the aim of a better understanding of issues 

surrounding flooding. The term serious game is used for game-based situations used 

for non-leisure purposes or serious applications such as learning and training. The 

use of serious games for learning or training is a trend which has increased lately 

due to the relative availability and ease of use of the Internet and increasing 

broadband connectivity. Serious games not only open up the possibility of defining 

learning game-based scenarios but also of enabling cooperation among users that 

might lead to better educational outcome. Possible objectives could be:  

 To help raise awareness of the flooding issue, 

 To increase citizen engagement regarding the floods risks, effects, impact, 

 To educate users regarding the correct way to react when dealing with floods. 

b) Emergency Tool 
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It visualises the current status on a map and tracks countermeasures. Data are 

derived from sensors and event reports from emergency personnel and citizens 

through mobile or social media. It contains also an expert system, which proposes 

response measures based on the data received.  

c) Monitoring Tool 

It could be used to:  

 Collect information (events) from various social media channels in the case of 

an emergency and merge them into the emergency management system. 

 Automatically collect opinions and articles related to the flooding problem, 

structure and visualise them though geo-mapping for further analyses.  This 

will assist in developing long-term measures and strategies.   

 Communicate with the citizens efficiently through multichannel messaging in 

case of an emergency. 

d) Sensor Tool  

It could provide different information on floods in order to generate event reports for 

emergency personnel and citizens through mobile or social media. 

e) Drone tool 

Drones could be tested as an additional sensor input delivering video and photos 

data for situational awareness as well as damage assessment maps to help 

coordinate relieve efforts in case of emergency. Videos and pictures collected could 

also be used to feed the serious gaming software and the open data base. This could 

increase the knowledge and awareness of government experts as well as citizens 

help them to better understand the flood risks in their particular neighbourhood.  

5.2.3 Benefits 

The set-up could offer an opportunity for the city to draw closer to the communities 

potentially affected by floods in order to create a citizen-led public service 

application. This would lead to an insight into the information and preparedness 
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requirements of local communities and the development of solutions adapted to the 

social realities. 

Possible expected major benefits: 

 Early detection of flooding threats 

 Better subjective perception of the flooding related threats by the parties 

concerned 

 Lower flooding related costs 

Early detection of flooding threats 

The use of the FUPOL tools together with other alert systems could lead to a closer 

cooperation and coordination for flood forecasting and warning services of public 

institutions based on user needs.  

The foreseen implementation could focus on developing a platform – as specified 

under chapter 5.2.2 -  that will link citizen, public authorities and other stakeholders 

and enables the public to be warned en masse so that actions can be taken to 

reduce the adverse effects of the flood. 

Better subjective perception of the flooding related threats by the parties 

concerned 

This benefit could be enabled through the empowerment of local communities to 

directly participate in the design of emergency services dealing with floods mitigation 

actions. The use of new technologies, such as social media, mobile technologies, etc.  

and education regarding flood risks could automatically result in raising public 

awareness  regarding floods risks, effects and impact. 

Lower flooding related costs 

According to a report in the Nature Climate Change, (Jongman, 2014)  costs brought 

about flooding will increase dramatically. The average annual economic losses due to 
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flooding are expected to be around € 23,5 billion by 2050, which is over five times 

the amount for the period 2010-2013 (€ 4,6 billion).  

By using the FUPOL tools in combination with the flooding alert components, which 

enable a very quick and efficient response to the threats, it is estimated that the cost 

damage can be reduced by at least 20 per cent annually or € 4,7 billion annually by 

2050. 

 

5.2.4 Examples 

The designed solution could be implemented in all areas in Europe threatened by 

flooding. In Italy, for example around 82 per cent of the municipalities (Mysiak, 

2013) are exposed to hydrological risk. Hydrological risk hazards and flood events 

are the most critical occurrences that cause damages to buildings, industrial facilities, 

roads, agricultural areas and, unfortunately, people. More than 5.700.000 people live 

in a potential flood risk area. From an ultimate central analysis the estimate total cost 

of the damage caused to Italy by earthquakes, landslides and floods from 1944 to 

today amounted to 242.5 billion euro, about 3.5 billion per year. In Italy are also 

dangerous flood events caused by heavy and localized rainfall on small river basins, 

mostly located in Liguria and Calabria. They are characterized by a rapid evolution of 

the water level in a strictly time-range (few hours or minus). For example since the 

last 50 years the Municipality of Genoa has faced a lot of damages caused by the 

flash floods events; in most of these cases the principal torrents Bisagno and 

Polcevera flood during heavy rainfall but during the latest 5 years, also minor 

torrents such as Fereggiano, Chiaravagna, Cerusa and Veilino raise up and flood too. 

There are a lot of other areas in Austria, Germany, Poland, Slovakia, Romania and 

Czech Republic, all of which are potential customers for such a solution.  
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5.3 FUPOL and Public Service Innovation  

5.3.1 Challenges 

Cities around the world (developed and developing) are under pressure to improve 

the efficiency of the public sector and at the same time they are faced by 

expenditure growth. One major challenge is that the citizens want to know how the 

government – at national and local level – has spent the paid taxes. 

Collaboration with citizens and users plays an increasing role in the transformation of 

public services towards new forms of production and delivery. ICT-enabled 

collaborative service production refers to any public service that is electronically 

provided by government, citizens, NGOs, private companies and individual civil 

servants, in collaboration or not with government institutions, based on government 

or citizens-generated data (Together for better public services - partnering with 

citizens and civil society, 2011).  

There is a need to modernise the civil service to accelerate innovation in 

government, as civil servants will also have an important role to play. Empowered, 

motivated civil servants with the right skills, tools and mechanisms continue to be a 

great asset.  

In the UNDP Discussion Paper (Discussion Paper Public Service Reforms: Trends, 

Challenges and Opportunities, 2013)  Singapore´s success measures in the 

implementation of efficient public sector services are mentioned. One of the key 

major factors is massive computerization leading to citizen participation, 

transparency and greater satisfaction with the city government´s decisions. 

5.3.2 Solution 

The initial idea of the FUPOL project was to design a governance model to support 

the cities and municipalities in their decision making, including their services, by the 

participation of the stakeholders. Hence FUPOL provides a framework consisting of 

open ICT services and methodologies to support stakeholder-led innovation in public 
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services. It uses open data, social media as well as mobile technologies to reinvent 

public services and co-create new services. The tool can be implemented to improve 

the public services in all policy domains (e.g. social security health, culture, waste 

management, sport events, infrastructure planning, public transport, etc.)  

5.3.2.1 Stakeholder-led Design of Public Services  

The success of new sophisticated innovative public services depends to a large 

extent on the engagement of the public and/or of private sector capacities. They 

have to be actively engaged in collaborative settings of public service provision. 

Citizens become developers, creators, and innovators as they use, shape, adapt and 

create technologies to fit their demands and needs. Moreover it is no longer enough 

to respond to change as and when it arises- this is far too risky. Decision makers 

need to be able to anticipate the tides of change and optimize benefits whilst 

minimizing undesirable impacts.  It is essential to understand the future in order to 

shape it in sustainable ways and provide the required public service. 

An overview of the process and the possible FUPOL supported ICT  tools is provided 

below: 

 

Figure 13 Process and ICT Tools 
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In order to guarantee public service innovation a comprehensive crowdsourcing 

mobile and social media based process for stakeholder led improvement of public 

services is proposed.  

This is an innovation, which has enormous potential.  Streamlining public services to 

real user need and improving them based on a social media and mobile based 

crowdsourcing approach has never been implemented before. Advances in 

technology such as social media, crowdsourcing and collaborative technologies 

however can enable larger stakeholder groups to participate in this exercise.  

 

Figure 14 Stakeholder-led Innovation of Public Services 

5.3.2.2 Technical Concept and Features 

This section describes possible ICT components based on FUPOL and additional 

features envisaged to support the process of stakeholder-led Innovation in Future 

Public Services. The FUPOL Services can be applied to both electronic (e-

government) and non-electronic public services (for example public transport, social 

services, health services, etc.).  FUPOL provides a framework for permanently 

evaluating and innovating / reinventing all public services in a stakeholder-led 

process.   

In the case of non-electronic public services the stakeholder led innovation process 

will still be driven by electronic media such as location based mobile crowd sourcing, 
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specific blogs or a government website. However because of the nature of the public 

service it may not be possible to directly hook into an electronic service. 

 

Figure 15 FUPOL Framework for Electronic & Non-Electronic Public Service 

 

Example Non-electronic public service:  

Issues related to public health services can be detected on social media or patients 

blogs, because patients are raising them there. Subsequently ideas for improvement 

can be sought using location based mobile crowdsourcing and a mobile 

crowdsourcing platform.  

Example: Electronic Public Service  

An electronic M-Parking service, which allows payment of parking fees over mobile 

telephone can include a feedback loop to the city government about parking in the 

area (was it easy to find a parking space, how long did it take, suggested 

improvements, etc.) using the electronic questionnaire and opinion map feature.  
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Mobile City Life  

A mobile city life could be a generic citizen portal encompassing all available public 

services of a city as well as a feedback loop. The partnership established between 

cellent and JIG-mobile (Smart app city www.smartappcity.com) is aiming at providing 

such a mobile portal to complement the FUPOL solution.  

Location mobile based personalised information and activation 

Citizens are primarily interested to participate in innovation of public services, which 

have an impact on their daily life, their immediate neighbourhood, namely the city or 

even a specific area in a city.  Traditional solutions are neither location based nor do 

they actively alert the citizens. FUPOL enables the determination of the location of a 

stakeholder and push information as well as alerts about on-going issues to the 

mobile device. It can also be used for all e-government mobile applications to 

initiate.  

Public Service Acceptance Simulation 

This innovative feature could allow to simulate the acceptance of a change in a 

public service.  

 

Figure 16 Public Service Acceptance Simulation 

It is based on the Integrated Acceptance and Sustainability Assessment Model 

(IASAM), which is a new approach for evaluation of technologies. It combines socio-

economic aspects and socio-technical characteristics of technology development and 

http://www.smartappcity.com/
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exploitation. Thus framing united multi-level framework for technology sustainability 

assessment based on system dynamics (SD) simulation. The system dynamics 

modelling approach provides the opportunity to simulate a time-varying system with 

multiple feedback links and analyse quantitative and qualitative factors. 

Opinion Maps and questionnaires  

Many public services have a reference to some specific spots for which the FUPOL 

opinion maps can be used.  

Example of geo-referencing:   

 Public Health Services are linked to a hospital 

 Parking areas  

 Bus Stops in public transport  

 

Figure 17 Public Service Innovation via Opinion Maps 

The visualisation tool for geo-referenced stakeholder interaction is the opinion map. 

Opinion maps are interactive electronic maps that can be integrated into almost any 

internal or external mobile application or web site. The advantage of electronic 

opinion maps is that opinions ideas are linked to a specific place. 

Social Network Aggregation and Single Window Display  

FUPOL Social network aggregation is the process of collecting content from multiple 

services such as Facebook, Twitter, Blogspot or opinion map and pulling them 

together into a single location. Complaints and comments about the service on social 
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media are a very valuable input for service innovation, since they outline the 

deficiencies. This feature saves a lot of time, which is typically required to log into all 

the different sources and read the postings. A multichannel “single window display” 

enables civil servants, politicians but also companies to better grasp the public 

opinion about a specific public service as well as the needs for future services.   

Categorisation and Summarisation 

This refers to the clustering of postings / articles etc. to relevant categories of a 

public service.  Topic Summarization is the process of creating a summary, which 

reflects the opinions of all the postings in brief.  

Together with the social network aggregation it is an efficient tool to analyse the 

opinion of large stakeholder groups. It allows a quick identification of major issues.  

It allows a better recognition of citizen needs and stakeholder expectations 

concerning public services. 

 

Figure 18 Categorization of the Stakeholder´s Needs 
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Map-based visualisation of Mobile and Social media Data  

The  FUPOL visualisation of social media or mobile posting data is a heat map or a 

bubble with the number of postings (with an optional display) of single postings. This 

allows to geo-localize comments about a specific public service.  

 

Figure 19 Geolocalisation of Comments Regarding Public Secotr Innovation 

 

5.3.3 Benefits 

Major benefits for the local government by the implementation of the FUPOL 

framework could be:  

 Broad based feedback from all stakeholders concerning public services in all 

policy domains, namely  

o related to the quality 

o suggestions for improvements and 

o future directions and strategy.  

 These benefits result mainly from the easy to use tools. 

 Improved public services and better usage as result of active and passive 

participation which allows the collaborative design of public services by the 

inclusion of all relevant stakeholders. 
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5.3.4 Examples 

We have selected two examples, how FUPOL could be implemented to improve the 

public services. 

5.3.4.1 Maintenance of Public Infrastructure 

City X is ready for an update of its public services. The Magistrate has decided to 

enable citizens to participate in a public infrastructure project and service design. 

Citizens are now considered to be an active partner in evaluating and redesigning 

new projects and services. This will also include feedback concerning maintenance 

services (defect reporting), since it has been recognized that crowdsourcing could 

speed up the process of fixing.  

Expectations and stakeholder benefits could be 

The FUPOL components could be embedded both on the website and enhance its 

capabilities. As a result stakeholder / citizen communication could be enhanced and  

‘improvement conversations’ in community settings through the FUPOL framework 

could be facilitated.   

 

5.3.4.2 Supporting of Telehealth 

UN-Habitat could use the FUPOL components to accompany the introduction of 

innovative Telehealth services in developing countries. The Public Tele-health 

services to be potentially introduced are completely new and hence patient´s 

acceptance is extremely important.  The aims of the implementation could be a user 

driven reiterative design process providing information to support the strategic 

decision making, delivery and implementation of the public Tele-health service, co-

produced by communities and healthcare professionals through strong stakeholder 

engagement and citizen participation. A location, which in fact has been already 

targeted is a Tele-health service in Kibera/Kenya.   
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Benefits of the usage of FUPOL tools in fostering “Telehealth-services” 

The FUPOL framework could shape the new public Tele-health service in such a way 

that it is “patient-friendly” and accepted by the local community. This is a challenge 

because public Tele-health services are new and unproven in the local cultural 

context.  It could help draw on and generate an evidence base to support patients 

and citizens around self-care, promoting prevention and early diagnosis responding 

to citizens’ needs and more personalised models of care. 

5.3.4.3 Enhancing E-Government Services 

City X could implement the FUPOL Framework as a new public e-government service 

for a broad range of potential use cases. It could be embedded in the e – and m-

government strategy of City X and used for all e-government services offered as well 

as for non-electronic public services of the city.  

As for instance, the public service Geoportal could be improved through a permanent 

crowdsourcing exercise, collecting suggestions and feedback from both citizens and 

companies. The FUPOL framework (both the technology and the methodology) 

would be deemed appropriate, because of its user centric approach.  FUPOL could 

enable the public operator of the public services to establish a permanent feedback 

loop for this e-government service.  

Possible expected tasks and output:  

 Electronic public service evaluation by users (crowdsourcing) for both features 

and data quality. User will have the capability to comment on features and on 

data quality (using the opinion map). Social media as well as mobile will be 

used as channels. 

 Service parameter collection (user statistics) – automated. 

 Development of future service scenarios  
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Benefits of the Usage of the FUPOL tools in enhancing E-Government 

Services 

As a main access point for all the spatial data, in general the Geoportal offers some 

of the key benefits for the local government as well as enterprises and citizens. 

Consequently a permanent, close contact to all users is deemed important. 

Suggestions as well as user behaviour must be taken into account in a continuous 

public service improvement process.  
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5.4 FUPOL and Environmentally Sustainable Societies 

5.4.1 Challenges 

The adoption of general guidelines and goals defined by the EU at local level and by 

international organizations has put environment and territory conservation among 

the main institutional responsibilities of local governments. Therefore, cities and 

municipalities have to act in a transparent way to achieve those goals and to inform 

citizens and to integrate them in the decision making process. 

 

In order to guarantee the city´s environmental sustainability it is necessary to re-

think relations among residents, production activities and surrounding nature, not 

only by a spatial perspective – that is considering available resources, existing 

production models and consumption styles – but also from a time perspective that is 

useful to undertake the relation between present and future generations. The FUPOL 

tools support these collaborations and communications and are intended to be 

implemented to enhance the environmental sustainability at local and international 

level. 

 

5.4.2 Solution  

There is much to be gained in urban and rural environments in terms of 

environmental quality by creating awareness of how human behaviour impacts on 

environmental conditions and by changing practices and social innovation in pursuit 

of sustainability. Change of practice can consist of changes in lifestyle of individuals 

and changes in decision making by local communities and authorities as well as 

businesses. 

Citizens and local communities are increasingly involved with their living environment 

and require means to understand and influence the physical and social processes in 

their surroundings. Relevant environmental data in combination with networking 

facilities could play a strategic role in understanding environmental issues and allow 
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citizens to create new solutions to local and even common problems. The following 

options could be envisaged:  

 collect and upload environmental measurements and data from several 

sources, including existing official datasets relevant for the users’ area and 

self-collected data; 

 collect relevant information from selected sources on social media (postings), 

articles and web-sources and analyse them in a systematic way; 

 integrate and present different datasets on maps or charts; 

 

5.4.3 Benefits 

Possible benefits: 

 Better understanding of environmental issues and sustainability 

 Empowerment of citizens by the use of the FUPOL platform 

 Improved acceptance of the implemented sustainability measures 

 

Better understanding of environmental issues and sustainability 

The involvement of citizens in the design of an environmentally sustainable society 

by using the FUPOL platform, through active participation and dealing with these  

issues, especially with related threats will automatically result in a better 

understanding of this topic. 

 

Empowerment of citizens by the use of the FUPOL platform   

The use of the tools enables citizens communities to cooperate on improvements and 

solutions for environmental issues, which offers opportunities for social innovation, 

namely innovation arising from society and contribution to a better society. Enhanced 

active participation of the citizens demonstrates the empowerment of the population 

and its engagement in the participatory process in the implementation of difficult 

decisions towards a more socially and environmentally sustainable society. 
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Improved acceptance of the implemented sustainability measures 

Active citizens´ engagement in the design of an environmentally sustainable society 

is the pillar for the acceptance of these measures. 

 

5.4.4 Examples 

We have designed examples, which involve local groups of citizens that want to 

improve social and/or environmental aspects of their living environment and want to 

use data and ICT tools to be able to realize their goals. Different forms of active 

citizenship, namely citizens’ protest, citizens’ initiative, co-creation and/or citizens’ 

participation) and different aspects of environmental sustainability are addressed. 

5.4.4.1 Initiative X 

Initiative X is a citizens’ initiative that aims to contribute to innovative alternative 

solutions for mobility issues, to improve the quality of life, health and wellbeing of 

people in and around the City X. This grassroots initiative wants to develop 

alternative problem definitions, plans and measurements for sustainable traffic flows, 

resulting in less auto mobility and increased use of public transport and use of 

bicycles. Through better access to and more autonomous use of data and models, 

Initiative X expects to be able to formulate better supported arguments to influence 

policy making on traffic engineering.  

Initiative X is a group of 10 people working on a weekly basis, acting in different 

local and regional networks and settings, and working on different themes of 

sustainable mobility (like congestion, air quality, traffic noise, transfer nodes, better 

traffic flows through adjustment of traffic lights, etc.). They work together with 

groups of residents or entrepreneurs, sometimes on a specific location and 

sometimes on a specific issue. They cooperate with civic organisations when 

possible. This grassroots initiative has a relatively high level of education, 

organisation and IT expertise and to a certain extent already uses open data for 

modelling in cooperation with scientists and IT companies. Nevertheless, they 

encounter many problems in accessibility and usability of data and models and they 
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feel very dependent on other parties. For instance, they had issues with the 

ownership of the data, e.g. the commercial enterprise they were co-operating with 

was claiming ownership. 

For example, Initiative X would like to use the FUPOL tools for the improvement of 

bicycle routes in relation to other themes like better air quality, reachability, flow, 

transfer to other transport, safety etc.  

They want to build, strengthen and activate (existing) communities of cyclists, 

residents, retailers and other relevant groups. 

Together with these communities, Initiative X could use the FUPOL tools for creating 

and using datasets to analyse and visualise their own data gained in the local areas 

and compared to existing governmental (open) data. They expect to be able to come 

up with new insights on specific situations of bicycle routes and ideas or plans for 

improvements.  

5.4.4.2 Grassroots Initiatives in City Y  

City Y has strong recent experiences of grassroots initiatives to react to issues of 

sustainability and urban development. This has extended to encompass issues 

including major urban design challenges and open communities dedicated to 

furthering discussion and debate regarding sustainability in the city. Recent 

experience of the independence referendum provides further evidence of the 

importance and power of social media to support communication and debate 

between members of such self-formed and organic communities of interest. The 

intention is to link the existing grassroots engagement with local issues, through 

engagement with grassroots initiatives. The intention is to demonstrate how local 

communities can use FUPOL to identify and raise issues, and to instigate grassroots 

initiatives. City Y has stated that it has a keen interest the usage of the FUPOL tools, 

which help to develop and deliver an engaged and informed response to key 

initiatives.  The region and its communities are keenly aware from previous projects  

dealing with sustainable transport, that citizen involvement and stakeholder activities 
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in decisions and planning is crucial, and has extended to include citizen led initiatives 

concerning energy use and sustainable urban transportation.  

The use of the FUPOL tools would be useful to City Y communities to enable better 

communication between stakeholders, and enhanced sharing and visualisation of 

data. The communities will benefit from and recognise the value in recording and 

understanding data concerning energy use and frequencies of behaviours, locations, 

timing and associated environmental conditions. 
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5.5 FUPOL and Promotion of Competitiveness in Cities 

5.5.1 Challenges 

Hundreds of city competitiveness initiatives are being implemented today. The 

coming decades will see the next wave of mass migration to cities, especially in Asia 

and Africa. Megacities are sprouting, while entirely new cities are being created. 

Cities, with their economies of scale, scope and connectedness, bring people and 

markets together in a single dense space. They will be one of the driving engines of 

growth, poverty reduction and prosperity over the course of this century. Yet, many 

cities are struggling to add on services and infrastructure amid chaotic growth, from 

the favelas of Brazil to the shanty towns of Africa (The Competitiveness of Cities, 

2014). In developed countries, many cities, such as Detroit, are struggling with 

ageing populations, financial sustainability and the loss of industrial bases, as 

manufacturing has moved to other venues and automation has dispensed with 

unskilled and semi-skilled jobs. Hence, city competitiveness is a timely and important 

topic. And, what makes cities successful must be one of the most important 

questions of the 21st century.   

 

5.5.2 Solution  

In order to collect opinions regarding investment promotion the FUPOL tools are best 

suited. Such a solution has already been tested in the City of Sabadell, which has 

used the following components for its promotion campaign: 

 Campaigns, seven categories and key words have been designed 

 Social Media Windows, six social media windows have been defined 

 Opinion Maps, which have been defined and placed on the Facebook page and 

Sabadell City Council page 

Details are described in deliverable D8.15. 
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5.5.3 Benefits 

The major benefits are: 

 Identification of the existing shortcomings in the Industrial Districts as a basis 

for further actions  

 Enhancement of the awareness regarding competiveness of cities and 

attractiveness for investors 

 Empowerment of citizens through active participation 

 Improved acceptance of the implemented strategies and maintenance and 

building operations 

 Increased competitiveness after realisation of the envisaged measures   

5.5.4 Examples 

FUPOL has been implemented in the City of Sabadell to enhance the city´s 

attractiveness and competitiveness. 

The main target of the pilot in Sabadell was to use the FUPOL social media tools to 

gather information required to improve competitiveness and attractiveness of 

particular in the Industrial Districts (IDs) of Sabadell. They have asked for 

contributions regarding the following issues: 

 Mobility, especially focused on the access to the IDs. It has to be found out if 

it is easy, complex, threatened by traffic jams and accidents. 

 Infrastructure in the ID, namely signposting, roundabouts, pavement 

conditions, green areas, restaurants, bank offices, training and education 

centers and 

 possibilities for business relations (industrial synergies, collaboration, etc.) 

In order to enhance the participation, accompanying measures have been launched: 

 Lucky draw, consisting of Spanish delicacies. Every participant in the 

campaign can participate in the Lucky draw. 
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 Direct marketing – emails have been sent to companies to announce the 

campaign and to provide the required links 

 Publication of the campaign and its content on the city´s homepage. 

 Presence on social networks, namely Facebook and Twitter to enable 

postings 

 Distribution of leaflets in different meeting places in the ID to inform about 

the campaign and to initiate participation 

 Interviews to collect opinions 

The campaign has been managed and executed by the use of the FUPOL tools (e.g. 

social media windows, opinion maps) by Aslogic, a FUPOL partners. The majority of 

the opinions belong to “infrastructure”, which means that this topic is the most 

challenging one to enhance attraction and the competitiveness of the Industrial 

Districts in Sabadell. 

More details are described in D8.15.  
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5.6 FUPOL and Urban Infrastructure Planning 

5.6.1 Challenges 

Many factors influence the design of the public domain, including the underlying 

geography and historical pattern of development. In successful urban areas, the 

public domain provides access to the benefits of the city to all people. One of the 

main responsibilities of the cities is to provide an appropriate level and range of 

health-, welfare-, educational-, cultural, sports-, spiritual and parking services for the 

residents, workforce and visitors. The provision of community facilities is not limited 

to land use planning considerations. The city planning authorities, however, will 

ensure that the accommodation requirements of a range of community facilities are 

considered. 

The major objective of the policy domain “Infrastructure Planning/Community 

Facilities” is to find a balance between two key challenges: 

 Lack of infrastructure/community facilities and 

 Insufficient use of infrastructure (once it has been provided) 

5.6.2 Solution  

The policy domain Urban Infrastructure Planning is addressed in the City of Zagreb 

and in the City of Skopje. In order collect citizens´ opinions regarding the provision 

and usage of the urban infrastructure and the simulation of the design of the  Zagreb 

Green Park and the Vodno mountain recreation facilities, the FUPOL tools have been 

implemented. The implemented components are: Integrated Unified GUI/user 

Interface, social media campaigns (incl. categories and key words, Social Network 

Aggregation and Single Window Display, Opinion Maps, Questionnaires, Heatmaps, 

Hot Topic Sensing, Social Media Dashboard, Visual Social Data Analysis (SEMAVIS) 

and Simulation and Impact visualization (for Zagreb Green Park and Vodno).  

Especially the FUPOL simulation models are of great importance as they allow impact 

predication of the policy measures before they are accepted by the decision makers. 
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Further details are described in D7.4, D7.5, D7.6 and D7.7. 

5.6.3 Benefits 

Through engaging citizens with urban infrastructure planning matters in a novel way 

following benefits are expected: 

 Identification of the existing shortcomings in the infrastructure/ community 

facility domain for further improvements. 

 Enhancement of citizens´awareness regarding infrastructure/ community 

facility issues 

 Empowerment of citizens through active participation 

 Increased acceptance of the policy measures in the infrastructure/ community 

facility domain as a result of active and passive participation 

 Increased competitiveness and in the end enhanced prosperity after 

realisation of  realisation of the envisaged measures   

 Predication of the impacts before implementation 

 

5.6.4 Examples 

In the policy domain infrastructure/ community facilities two use cases are 

implemented in the FUPOL project. 

 Infrastructure planning in the city of Zagreb and 

 Simulation of the recreation activities on Mount Vodno 

 

Further details are described in D7.4, D7.5, D7.6 and D7.7. 
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5.7 FUPOL and Urban Mobility   

5.7.1 Challenges 

Metropolitan mobility models, mainly based on the massive use of the car, have 

shown to be a source of problems in different areas such as congestions, accidents, 

pollution, etc. There is a lack of models that could contribute to ‘a change of citizens’ 

minds and transport policies, in which soft-mobility alternatives, such as those that 

rely on bicycles could contribute to getting free-flowing greener cities. 

FUPOL contains a causal model which can analyse the impact of the investments in 

fixed (pavements) and mobile infrastructure (docking stations, renting) to lessen 

congestions generated by private cars while preserving quality factors in mobility. 

The City of Skopje has implemented the simulation model regarding bicycle inter-

modality which is further described in D7.4, D7.5, D7.6 and D7.7. 

5.7.2 Solution  

The FUPOL features are used for the urban mobility domain in Skopje. The 

implemented components are: Integrated Unified GUI/user Interface, social media 

campaigns (incl. categories and key words, Social Network Aggregation and Single 

Window Display, Opinion Maps, Questionnaires, Heatmaps, Hot Topic Sensing, Social 

Media Dashboard, Visual Social Data Analysis (SEMAVIS) and Simulation and Impact 

visualization (bicycle simulation in Skopje). 

5.7.3 Benefits 

Through engaging citizens in the design of an urban mobility strategy with a specific 

focus on the use of bicycles for flexible mobility following benefits are expected: 

 Reduction of emission 

 Physical activity benefits 

 Reduced congestion and fuel use 

 Individual financial savings and 
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 Identification of the existing shortcomings in the infrastructure, especially in 

the bicycle infrastructure 

 Enhancement of citizens´ awareness regarding the use of a bicycle as an 

alternative means of traffic 

 Empowerment of citizens through active participation 

 Increased acceptance of the policy measures in the urban mobility sector as a 

result of active and passive participation 

 Impact prediction before acceptance of the decision makers/implementation 

 

Further details are described in D7.4, D7.5, D7.6 and D7.7. 

 

5.7.4 Examples 

In the City of Skopje the pilots deal with urban mobility issues, encompassing the 

following activities: 

 Participation and opinion collection by the use of the FUPOL platform and 

 Usage of the simulation tool 

Further details are outlined in D7.4, D7.6, D7.6 and D7.7. 
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6 Practical Recommendations for Set-up  

Following the experiences from a number of user installations (pilot cities plus 

reference group) the following sequence of setting up a user installation has been 

determined.  

 

1) Determine the objectives  

There are two typical “standard” objectives   

a) Monitor social media, news and other sources permanently to extract 

intelligence.  

b) Use FUPOL e-participation tools for specific topics (for example to establish 

a dialogue concerning a new construction project).  

 

2) Establish responsibilities  

Assign an overall project manager. Assign responsibilities for the tasks listed 

below.  

 

3) Set-up a campaign with relevant media sources  

For all above mentioned objectives it is required to set-up a campaign and 

relevant sources. If the objective is to collect broad based intelligence from 

media the following should be considered as a source:  

 Facebook pages, blogs, twitter accounts of all local politicians  

 Facebook pages, blogs, twitter accounts of political parties  

 Facebook pages, blogs, twitter accounts of the city itself  

 Facebook pages, blogs, twitter accounts of relevant NGOs, citizen 

Initiatives  

 RSS-feeds of local newspapers and online media 

 RSS-feeds of national newspapers and online media (note that the filter 

function must be set in such a way that only local news are collected)  

 

           Other search functionality, which could be used but may collect more  

           irrelevant data 
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 Search facebook  with the names of relevant politicians, the name of 

parties or the city  

 Search Twitter within a geographical range (city boundaries)  

The reason why it may collect more irrelevant data are:  

a) Name duplicates  

b) Postings with the names of city or within the geographical area typically 

have a huge private share (party, meeting with friends, comments about 

personal status etc.)  

 

4) If the objective is a dialogue 

a)  determine the channels through which the dialogue will be established, for 

example:   

 A specific frontend such as the dialogbox from polidia  

 A blog  

 The facebook  page or website + forum of the city  

b) Connect the selected channel to the campaign. This will enable the system 

to merge specific comments from citizens with media by topic / category.  

c) Set-up the FUPOL tools opinion map and questionnaires and integrate into 

the selected frontend.  

d) Establish a PR plan how to alert and motivate the citizens to participate in 

the planned dialogue.  

Examples:  

 Inform them through newspapers, e-mail, flyers    

 Provide incentives (free tickets, a dinner with the mayor,…)  
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5) Set-up the categories and its keywords in local language to enable 

automatic tagging of postings 

Typically categories are set according to the political responsibility (e.g. health 

department, traffic department…). The specific departments can then filter 

content related to their responsibilities.   
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